


THE PREMISE 
After being promoted, Lindsay’s first decision as VP proves disastrous as she hires the charming, 

albeit unstable, Rachel to be her replacement. As Lindsay slowly begins to peel back the layers of 

her young protege, Rachel is revealed to be an increasingly bizarre, possessive, and devious 

individual that feels like a villain from a psychological thriller film. Rachel’s dual role of the office’s 

“it” girl and Lindsay’s tormenter has Lindsay worrying about literally surviving the 9-to-5. 

THE TONE 
Sticky Notes explores comedy through hyper-real, eerie moments between Lindsay and her off-kilter 

co-workers, borrowing mood elements and score from the psychological thriller genre. Much of the 

comedy occurs in the moments in between dialogue or from unexpected and absurd revelations 

from characters. We examine how far we can push a character, whose faults seem to be sincerity and 

politeness, when her good intentions only seem to bring out the worst in others.  

LINKS TO SIZZLES 

Short examples of scenes from the first three episodes. 
Ep1 - Taco Tuesday 
Ep2 - Promote/ Fire/ Kill 
Ep3 - Des Moines 

http://www.pictureitcontent.com/videos/Taco-Tuesday.mp4
http://www.pictureitcontent.com/videos/Promote-Marry-Kill.mp4
http://www.pictureitcontent.com/videos/Des%20Moines.mp4


THE CHARACTERS 

Lindsay is a driven young executive. Her weakness though, is a need for validation, sourced from her overbearing mother. "I 
graduated Magna Cum Laude, but I’m constantly reminded that I was second best at a state school." This causes her life to be 
dominated by her work ambitions, even leading her to end a budding workplace romance. She overpays for Blue Apron’s meal 
delivery service because it makes her feel busy and important. She’s the type of person who Instagram’s photos of her shaking 
hands with new clients and hashtags uplifting terms. #risingup #workhardplayhard #blessed


Rachel is the office sweetheart sprinkling everyone with her proverbial fairy dust...except for Lindsay. In the seemingly calculating 
manner of a sociopath, she is able to charm the pants off of everyone (“Do you want some bacon? I cooked it on the barrel of my 
AR-15.”), while putting Lindsay on edge through a cycle of threats, obsession, and eerie playfulness. “Come on, Lindsay. Let’s play 
Promote/Fire/Kill.” With Lindsay, Rachel hopes for the BFF experience she missed out on in her youth. “I’ve never really been to a 
slumber party before. Can I comb your hair?” When Rachel’s expectations of Lindsay aren’t met, she lashes out in absurd and 
sometimes nefarious ways. “Yes, I have a collector bowie knife, I love David Bowie. No, I didn’t slash your tires.”


Doug is the off-beat, odd-duck that heads up the HR Department. He’s not a loner, but most prefer he not be around. “Hey guys, 
you forgot to tell me the carpool was leaving.” On paper he’s the perfect guy; he cooks, cleans, he’s chivalrous, but his desperation 
destroys any inkling of sexiness. He has unrequited crushes easily, and currently he has directed his deep and sincere romantic 
feelings on Lindsay. When she tells him that she just wants to be friends, it emboldens him. “According to The Knot, most marriages 
start out as non-amorous relationships.” When the trouble in the office starts between two of his favorite ladies, Doug From HR is 
excited to be involved, “Seems like you two need a sesh of big D’s con-res. That’s HR speak for conflict resolution.”


Justin is a handsome, athletic sales associate with the typical sensitivity and wit of a millennial male. Raised in the upper class South, he also has 
fairly conservative leanings. He and Lindsay had a budding office romance, but she cut it off after her promotion, sensing that her boss knew about it. 
While the two weren’t serious, Justin is bitter over the breakup. “We were like the Keystone pipeline. Full of potential.” While he enjoys a flirtatious 
rapport with Rachel, he is hesitant to get involved with her, as he knows it would end any chance he has at getting back with Lindsay. 


Trauer is the unassuming, buttoned-up boss. He’s a family man, really successful at his job, and runs the office with enthusiasm and positive 
reinforcement. On the outside, Trauer seems incredibly wholesome and perceptive, which comes to a shock when we realize that not only is he 
blinded by Rachel’s manipulation, but that he’s also involved with her in a very kinky way. “I don’t know if paper clips are supposed to bend like that.”


The Work Besties are a few young female analysts that are seemingly inseparable. They lunch together, they happy-hour together and they do their 
online shopping together. Because they are so smart, they take the mean girl thing to a different level. Their knowledge of each other’s life outside of 
work is through venting and gossip, but they rely on each other to get through the day. So once Lindsay gets a promotion, they resent her.




SEASON ARC

Lindsay’s new promotion could have gone as perfectly as she envisioned, but her dream is unknowingly derailed on day 
one, when her first decision as VP was to hire Rachel as her replacement. Charmed by Rachel’s somewhat awkward yet 
impassioned interview, Lindsay convinces her skeptical boss, Trauer, to hire her. “I think we have a diamond in the rough 
here.” Rachel is beyond touched by Lindsay’s kindness, and promises to “reward her every day of her life. Even weekends. 
Till the end of days.” Lindsay politely nods and congratulates her on the new job.


The first sign that something is off comes when Lindsay invites Rachel to the Taco Tuesday happy hour. Rachel declines, 
saying she’s busy, but then oddly requests that Lindsay order a taco in her honor, insisting in a slightly threatening tone, “No 
sour cream. That would be wasteful.” Things continue to go south as Rachel follows it up a few days later by threatening to 
frame Lindsay for her murder, while playing a “friendly” game of Promote/Fire/Kill. Despite Lindsay’s best efforts to politely 
distance herself from an increasingly bizarre and possessive Rachel, their fates are forever intertwined when Trauer assigns 
them to go on a work trip together. “You two make a good team. Go get ‘em, ladies.”


It’s a road trip from hell, as Lindsay must endure Rachel’s incessant banter, a bizarrely personal round of truth or dare, and 
horrifying night terrors. Lindsay senses an unhealthy obsession beginning to form and tries to nip it in the bud, callously 
telling Rachael the next morning that they are co-workers, not friends.


Feeling guilty, Lindsay tries to mend fences with Rachel, but it’s too late. Rachel has already begun using her charm to 
systematically turn the entire office against Lindsay, including her ex, Justin, creepy Doug from HR, and even Lindsay’s 
mother. After going to the ER due to “accidental” poisoning, Lindsay is convinced that Rachael is out to do her harm.

Lindsay’s anxiety turns into a terrifying hallucination during a Workplace Violence Seminar, where she envisions Rachel on a 
killing spree. After instinctually striking Rachel with a stapler, it is now Lindsay who’s seen as the office psycho. 


Rachel magnanimously invites Lindsay to her house to clear the air, but after she arrives, Rachel goads her into a fight, 
allowing Lindsay to pummel her face bloody. “Feels better, doesn’t it?” Rachel gives her a hug, then abruptly walks out of 
the room, saying “Goodnight,” turning off the lights.  


The next day, feeling spiritually vindicated after her encounter with Rachel, Lindsay prepares the conference room for a big 
client presentation. One of the Work Besties enters grief stricken. “Rachel’s dead.” Spielberg push in on Lindsay. When the 
police show up to arrest Lindsay, she realizes in horror that Rachel’s Promote/Fire/Kill prophecy had come true: she had 
framed Lindsay for her own murder.


Later, while in her cell, a guard tells Lindsay she has a visitor. She sits down and her eyes grow wide. A hand reaches for the 
phone. Lindsay picks up her phone. Camera reveals that the person on the other side is blonde-haired Rachel. “I’m going to 
get you out of here, Lindsay.”




. 


CAST BIOS 

CHELSEA HAYES (Lindsay): Chelsea Hayes is a graduate of the highly-regarded Florida State University School of 
Theatre, studying also at the London School of Theater. A native Atlantan, Chelsea has been consistently working in 
Atlanta in a variety of film, TV, and commercial projects. Most recently, Chelsea worked as a series regular on the 
Ron Howard-produced series, RePlay, Other television credits include guest starring roles on Starz’ SURVIVOR’S 
REMORSE, THE ORIGINALS, FINDING CARTER, and a recurring role on USA’s COMPLICATIONS as Liz. She 
booked principal roles in the feature films PLUS ONE, LET’S BE COPS, SLEEPLESS NIGHT, and THE FIFTH WAVE. 


CROSBY FITZGERALD (Rachel): Crosby Fitzgerald graduated from the 2-year conservatory at the Neighborhood 
Playhouse School of the Theater, where she played the lead in many productions including Rootie Malert in 
Graceland, Gayle in Almost, Maine, and Maddie in Person I Once Was. Just out of the Playhouse, Crosby was cast 
as the lead in The Prayer, which showcased at the Manhattan Repertory Theater. Crosby graduated from Tulane 
University in 2012 where she was a primary member of Tulane’s sketch comedy group, Etch-A-Sketch. In New York, 
she has studied improv under Phil Jackson, Brandon Gardner, Erik Tanouye, and Doug Moe at Upright Citizen’s 
Brigade, where she currently performs with indie teams.  

 

RANDY HAVENS (Doug): Randy Havens stars as Mr. Clarke, everyone’s favorite teacher/A.V. Club supervisor, on 
Netflix’s smash hit Stranger Things. No stranger to the odder side of the tech world, Randy has a recurring role on 
AMC’s Halt and Catch Fire. During Archer‘s seventh season, Randy provided the voice for Mr. Rompers. He has 
appeared twice on Fox’s Sleepy Hollow as well as The Vampire Diaries, Resurrection, Reckless, The Game, Past 
Life, and House of Payne. His film credits include Let’s Be Cops and Good Intentions. Randy has a role in the 
upcoming sci-fi action/thriller Geostorm with Katheryn Winnick and Gerard Butler, slated to be released late 2017.




THE CREATORS 

Michael, DW, and Jonathon:  
Michael Sokol has written several commissioned pilots and features, most recently a 
biopic of NFL Hall-of-Famer Mike Webster for Posse Films. He also wrote and produced 
FarkTV as well as several other professional web series. He is managed by Greg Weiss of 
One Entertainment and operates a film fund, Catador Film Co. A long-time improviser and 
sketch writer, Michael also founded Atlanta’s premier sketch comedy training program at 
Highwire Comedy Co., where he serves as the Artistic Director. Two of the most talented 
artists performing and producing video content at Highwire are DW Medoff and Jonathon 
Pawlowski. Toiling in commercial insurance for long enough, DW laid the initial kernel for 
Sticky Notes by channeling his frustrations with corporate America into a dark comedy 
short that was featured on Funny or Die. Jonathon, who also writes and performs in 
Atlanta's best sketch group, Church Socks, directed and edited the short and serves as 
the Post Production supervisor at Highwire.


PICTURE IT PRODUCTIONS 

Picture It Productions is a full service television production company and content developer based in Atlanta, Ga. Founded 
by Lance Krall (Free Radio, Always Sunny in Philadelphia), Peter Siaggas (Spots Films, Jimmy Kimmel), and Peter 
Stathopoulos (veteran entertainment attorney), Picture It Productions provides Atlanta's deep pool of writers, actors, 
directors and producers a home to develop their ideas for television. 


Picture It Productions is represented by 3Arts Entertainment, Paradigm Talent Agency, and Del Shaw Moonves Tanaka 
Finkelstein & Lezcano.


